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Abstract. We study the chemostat model for one species competing for one nutrient using a
Lyapunov-type analysis. We design the dilution rate function so that all solutions of the chemo-
stat converge to a prescribed periodic solution. In terms of chemostat biology, this means that
no matter what positive initial levels for the species concentration and nutrient are selected, the
long-term species concentration and substrate levels closely approximate a prescribed oscillatory
behavior. This is significant because it reproduces the realistic ecological situation where the
species and substrate concentrations oscillate. We show that the stability is maintained when
the model is augmented by additional species that are being driven to extinction. We also give
an input-to-state stability result for the chemostat-tracking equations for cases where there are
small perturbations acting on the dilution rate and input nutrient concentration. This means
that the long-term species concentration and substrate behavior enjoys a highly desirable ro-
bustness property, since it continues to approximate the prescribed oscillation up to a small error
when there are small unexpected changes in the dilution rate function. This talk is based on the
paper [Mazenc, F., M. Malisoff, and P. De Leenheer, “On the stability of periodic solutions in the
perturbed chemostat,” Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering, Volume 4, Number 2, April
2007, pp. 319-338.] which is available from http://www.math.lsu.edu/∼malisoff/research.html.
Time permitting, we will also discuss some extensions from [Mazenc, F., M. Malisoff, and J.
Harmand, “Stabilization of a periodic trajectory for a chemostat with two species,” Proceedings
of the 2007 American Control Conference (New York, NY, 11-13 July 2007), to appear.] for
chemostat models of two species competing for one limiting nutrient.
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